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Summary of Brief
The brief for this report was defined by the EAC as follows:
¾ The NVRA form is the National Mail Voter Registration Form and consists of 4
parts:
• The Application
• The General Instructions
• The Application Instructions
• The State Instructions.
¾ The US Congress and thereby the EAC would like to find ways to translate the
NVRA form into 5 Asian languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Tagalog and
Vietnamese, like they have done with Spanish, however they need to assess if it is
feasible.
¾ The immediate concerns with translating the NVRA form are the different character
sets, the implementation by the election officials and whether the form should be
monolingual or bilingual.
¾ For this request, only the PDF/Paper form will be considered (no electronic voter
systems to be included).
¾ The report is intended as a mid-level report which means that it is mainly intended for
use by the team of Juliana Milhofer but will also be presented to others as part of a
review of the possible next steps.

Summary of Methodology
The report will be produced based on the following methodology:
1. Information Gathering: Constraints and Requirements
a. NVRA Report review with 5 native linguists and designers to assess design issues
and solutions for:
i. Chinese
ii. Japanese
iii. Korean
iv. Tagalog
v. Vietnamese
b. Interviews with 1-2 EAC members to understand top-level constraints and issues:
i. Legislative issues
ii. Organizational issues
iii. Logistical issues
c. Interviews with 5-10 local election officials to understand:
i. The voting process at the local level
ii. The challenges with non-English speakers/forms
iii. The existing infrastructure and process for Spanish
d. Research of other Federal agencies using Asian forms
e. Interviewing these other Federal agencies on their experiences with:
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i. Form design
ii. Data capturing
iii. Acceptance
2. Data Analysis
a. Compile list of constraints a solution must comply with
3. Solutions Architecture
a. Develop possible solutions
b. Evaluate estimated direct costs of each solution
4. Solution Review
a. Users: Contact 2-3 native speakers for each language (total 10 -15) and review the
proposed solutions from their perspective
b. Local Election Officials: Contact 2-3 local election officials and review proposed
solutions with them

Executive Summary
The study aims to answer key questions concerning the usability and processing of the NVRA
form in Asian languages by reviewing this with election officials, EAC personnel, cultural
contacts, bilingual graphic designers and U.S Citizens that speak Chinese, Korean, Japanese,
Vietnamese or Tagalog with limited or no English proficiency.
The results indicate that there are concrete issues that surround the use of the NVRA form in
Asian languages both from an end-user’s perspective and from a processing point of view (i.e.
the election official).
The main issue is how to process the NVRA form if it is completed in a non-Latin script, such as
Chinese, Japanese, Korean or Vietnamese. Tagalog uses the Latin alphabet and is therefore not
an issue. The information in the form could therefore not be read by an election official assuming
they do not speak Chinese, Japanese, Korean or Vietnamese. Although this is not an issue in the
larger voting centers where there are bilingual staff members on-hand, it is assumed that the
majority of voting centers in the U.S are not fully staffed in the four Asian languages regarding
this issue.
In addition to the problem with verification of information written in non-Latin characters,
another issue is the NVRA form-design and layout. Depending on the design and layout, it could
be difficult for a non-English proficient U.S. citizen to complete the form, when font type, font
size and spacing are not thoroughly considered. The consequence of space limitations on the
form is that there is less room to be able to add text that is required in order to fully adapt to the
cultural needs of each specific language.
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Furthermore, it became clear that although the issues mentioned are very real in the field, the
incidence of such cases is infrequent and as such, any solution needs to be cost-effective and
simple.
Upon analysis of the various issues and assessing the various solution possibilities the objective
was to keep any solution simple yet accessible and effective.
The preferred solution is outlined as follows:
1) The NVRA form should be bilingual for the five Asian languages. A redesign of the
NVRA form is necessary in order to allow for standard bilingual fields that work for both
languages. The form would become longer. Each form would need to have sufficient
space in order to capture the full range of culturally-driven data as well as to provide
clearer bilingual guidelines. The actual design of the form falls outside the scope of this
report but is recommended as a next step.
2) It was concluded that the most cost-efficient and time-efficient way to support the
election officials with the sporadic requests for verification of non-Latin alphabet data on
an NVRA form (i.e. bilingual support for form-completion and content-verification) is to
use a centralized telephone-based translator service. This is known as OPI (Over The
Phone Interpreting Service) that will enable any election official to assist any individual
that only speaks Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese or Japanese (or any language for that
matter) in completing the form in English rather than having to process forms in Asian
scripts.

Summary of Findings
Usability Issues - Non-English Proficient U.S. Citizens
The results from various interviews show that there are a number of issues with forms produced
only in English. As a general rule it is important to state that the majority of non-English
proficient U.S. citizens were in fact usually able to overcome these apparent linguistic hurdles;
The majority of non-English proficient U.S. citizens indicated that they would bring a friend,
relative or neighbor to fully complete English forms. This is what most do to complete English
only forms such as, mortgage forms, tax forms, school forms and voting forms.
Although most non-English proficient U.S. citizens have developed ways to complete Englishonly forms, there are other issues involved that put non-English proficient U.S. citizens at a
disadvantage.
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For U.S. citizens who did not grow up in the U.S.A., some voting-related concepts require
clarification (for example – Chinese have a limited exposure to voting procedures). It is possible
that many of the terms and implied procedures integral to the NVRA form are not as clear or as
easily understood as they are for “naturalized” U.S. citizens. In addition, there are certain
culturally-specific concepts, such as family-name and race/ethnicity that are not as
straightforward or easily understood as in English.
Form Processing Issues - Election Officials
The main issue involved in translating the NVRA form into the 5 Asian languages from the
election officials’ point of view is that there are few or no standard procedures in place for
processing them. The method with which the various election officials manage non-English
proficient U.S. citizens vastly ranges and depends largely on state policy and the volume of
registrants. The form is handled very differently in each situation. There are a number of points
that various officials made, such as:
1. Being able to process forms completed in Asian characters.
2. The ID verification where English ID was offered to verify names and addresses written
in the “native script” (example: Chinese script)
3. The use of a monolingual form (versus a bilingual form) tended to increase the propensity
of people to fill them out in their native language rather than finding a way to do so in
English. The bilingual form increased the number who attempted to write in English.
4. The next challenge for election officials is the problem of expectation management. By
having the registration form translated into the 5 Asian languages, it is believed that the
expectation set might be that the rest of the election process will also be translated, which
is not currently the case.
Form Layout - Design Issues
There are many considerations to be analyzed with the design issues of the NVRA form layout
when translating it into other languages, specifically the 5 Asian languages.
a. The first issue is space. The form attempts to limit the space used which causes issues
across different languages. Some languages use less space while others use more.
b. The second issue is font-size. Fonts used for English can easily be reduced in size and
still remain legible. This is not the same for complex Asian scripts. Smaller fonts
have a much bigger impact due to the complexity of the character strokes.
c. The third issue is font-type. Most desktop publishing (DTP) software comes stocked
with standard font-types for various languages. For Asian scripts, the font-types
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provided in most DTP software is very basic and can often become difficult to read
when reduced in size.
d. The fourth issue is the space for names. In certain languages (ex. Korean) the length
of names is much longer and middle names are very important. The spacing is
currently driven by the English name ranges and practices.
e. The fifth issue is related to acronyms. The use of acronyms in a form requires
explanation. Some cultures rarely use acronyms and therefore may not easily be
understood without explanation.
Form Design - Monolingual versus Bilingual
The NVRA form layout can be either monolingual or bilingual. There are advantages and
disadvantages for both options.
The advantage of producing the NVRA form in a single language (monolingual) is the fact that
there is considerable more space to allow for larger fonts and expanded text. The disadvantage is
that it makes processing the form more difficult for the voting centers and election officials.
The advantage of producing the form in two languages (bilingual) is that it makes each section
on the form easily identifiable. The disadvantage is that space considerations must be taken into
account.
The graphic designers interviewed preferred the monolingual approach because it makes their
challenge easier. Interestingly the majority of non-English proficient users preferred a bilingual
form because they often could read a little English or had their friends/family who could, which
helped them to gain a complete understanding of the form. All of the election officials
interviewed preferred a bilingual form, as it helps in the processing of data because fields could
be identified easily.
Other Multilingual Federal Forms
While conducting the study on the translation of the NVRA form in to the 5 Asian languages and
its implications, research was also conducted on other U.S. federal forms in multiple languages.
Not many federal multilingual forms were found and those that were are processed
electronically, such as the CBP ESTA form and the Census Bureau information forms. The
federal multilingual forms found were monolingual.
Many multilingual forms can be found at the state level where the need is large enough to justify
the funds and manpower necessary to process forms completed in languages other than English.
On the state level, multilingual forms can be found as monolingual or bilingual. Monolingual
forms are used at the state level when there is staff available to process them.
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For the search methodology, please refer to Appendix 4.
Cost of Translating the NVRA Form
The development of monolingual or bilingual NVRA forms has several steps:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Identify the dialects and develop a neutral variant.
Identify any text expansion needed for certain cultural groups.
Identify any additional text needed as guidelines for election officials.
Translate the content
Proofread the content
Develop the layout design that will adequately contain the text.
Place the text and ensure that it is all clear.
Review final design with language experts in the fields and election officials.

Cost of creating a monolingual form in one Asian language would be approximately:
Cost of creating a bilingual form in one Asian language would be approximately:

$600
$800

Solution
As already outlined in the Executive Summary, the solution proposed is as follows:
1. The main issue to address is when the NVRA form is completed in non-Latin scripts.
This would cause difficulties when verifying key data against the identification presented
by the registrant.
2. The related issue is that the presence of bilingual staff, who could normally help process
the forms, outside of certain municipalities, is not guaranteed. There is not always
sufficient manpower on site or funds to address this issue.
As the systems and procedures differ greatly state by state, it is difficult to make a single
“procedural solution” that can be implemented and supported 100% at the local level. The
number of systems and variables is too complex for the EAC to provide that support.
A centralized solution for this specific issue might therefore be considered, which aims to
remove the infrastructure needed at each local level by providing the support at a central point
where the volume will justify a quality solution. This solution was presented to the election
officials involved in this research and was generally accepted.
The solution is outlined as follows:
1. How should the NVRA form be processed at voting centers?
Key Issue: Verification and data-entry of non-Latin script
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Proposed Solution:
a. The election assistant would have the registrant call an EAC approved OPI
provider for the required language, which provides instant telephonic access to
linguists.
b. The OPI provider would speak to the registrant and have them speak out the
sections of the NVRA form to be completed along with the registrant’s responses.
c. The interpreter would dictate the registrant’s response back in English to the
election assistant who then completes the NVRA form.
d. The election assistant then compares the form to the identification presented, if
required by state, to verify the information.
e. The election assistant then gives the completed form to the registrant who can
sign it or take it home for review and then mail it in.
2. What should the form-design be?
Key Issue: Displaying all necessary data in an easily readable and understood format
Proposed Solution:
a. The NVRA form should be bilingual so that all involved can easily understand
and process the data.
b. The layout should be revised in order to keep the fields across all languages the
same size and location while allowing for variance in font size, text length and
support annotations. This includes more space for names and other elements that
are culture-specific.
c. On the NVRA form, a standard web address link should be inserted for election
officials and registrants to explain how the translated forms are completed and
processed.
3. How accessible should the form be centrally?
Key Issue: Making the translated NVRA forms and related information widely accessible
Proposed Solution:
a. On the EAC website the guidelines should be communicated in 3 ways:
i. Text explanation in each language (PDF)
ii. Pictorial / Storyboard “how-to” (Graphic explanation)
iii. Audio explanation (podcast-style)
b. Each main culture center or association involved with the various language and
ethnic groups should be informed on a regular basis of the availability of support
and the guidelines regarding the NVRA form.
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Cost of the Solution
In addition to the cost of translating the form into the 5 languages, there are some other costs
associated with this solution:
a. Centralized Over-the-Phone Support :
Assuming that each form requires 30 minutes of support from a phone-based linguist
and using the average per minute rate of $2.00/min then the additional processing cost
of each form will be in the $60.00 range.
b. Marketing Support:
i. The cost of marketing support will vary greatly depending on the final scope of
the support. However in order to generate a ballpark budget the following can
be used:
1. Website Updating
$ 5,000.00
2. Expanded PDFs
$ 5,000.00
3. 10 minute Audio-files
$ 7,500.00
4. Community Outreach Programs
$50,000.00
a. Identify 50 key cultural centers per language (approx 250)
b. Conduct a multi-stage communication strategy to each cultural
center:
i. Introduction letter explaining the central support system
ii. Phone call confirming receipt and addressing initial questions
iii. Marketing mailing of a set of marketing pieces (example: wall
poster explaining the process, pamphlet containing the EAC
website information and all pertinent links, etc.)
iv. Reminder Mailing 1
v. Reminder Mailing 2

Further Recommendations
In order to ensure the integrity of any solution, this team suggests the following next steps:
1. Translate the form into the five Asian languages and adapt the design using feedback
from election officials, bilingual desktop publishing specialist and native speakers.
2. Undertake further research to estimate the volume of support needed.
a. Research a larger group of people
b. Research the number of non-English proficient U.S. citizens that are not signing
up to vote because of English-only forms
c. Research Census Bureau data for the:
i. Number of non-English proficient U.S. citizens
ii. Number of immigrants coming to the U.S. and from where
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iii. Number of Census Bureau forms completed in the relevant Asian
languages
d. Research systems developed by other countries with large populations of minority
languages
The research costs would be determined by the final scope. The initial ballpark estimate
is between $10,000 and $15,000.
3. Run a pilot project within 3 municipalities to assess the implementation plan.
a. In order to conduct a pilot project, a minimum of 3 months is required. This is to
ensure that a sufficient number of non-English speaking U.S. citizens register to
vote.
i. At voting centers where there is a high volume, such as New York City or
Los Angeles, it is very likely that the proposed centralized solution will
not be required due to their use of in-house interpreters.
b. The centers should be chosen based on their size and location to ensure a
representative cross-section of states.
c. Launch a pilot marketing program to gain exposure for the program at the
selected voting centers.
d. A simplified version of the EAC website should be set up and hosted on a test site
to mimic the actual one.
e. The OPI line should be set up with the corresponding access codes for the 3
locations.
f. Systematically evaluate the process to analyze effectiveness and any
improvements to be made.
The estimated cost to conduct the pilot project at 3 voting centers for a minimum of 3
months ranges from $15,000 to $20,000.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – List of Election Officials Interviewed
Name
Dean
Logan

State

California

Nova
Javier

Alaska

Phone
(562) 4661323

(907) 4869310

Neal
Kelley

California

(714) 5677600

David Orr

Illinois

(312) 6035656

Sherril
Huff

(206) 296Washington 1540

Gary Poser

Minnesota
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(651) 2151440

Email

Dlogan@rrcc.lacounty.gov

Mailing Address
12400 Imperial Highway
Suite 7001
Norwalk, CA 90650

njavier@kodiakak.us

MMC, Borough Clerk
Kodiak Island Borough
710 Mill Bay Road, Rm. 101
Kodiak, AK 99615

Orange County Registrar of
Voters
1300 South Grand Avenue
Building C
Santa Ana CA 92705
neal.kelley@rov.ocgov.com
Cook County Clerk
Election Division
69 W. Washington St., 5th
Floor
clerkdavid@cookcountygov.com Chicago, IL 60602

Sherril.Huff@kingcounty.gov

gary.poser@state.mn.us
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Department of Elections
King County Elections
919 SW Grady Way
Renton, WA 98057
Office of the Secretary of
State
180 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Blvd.
Saint Paul, MN 55155-1299

Appendix 2 – List of Other Specialists Interviewed
Specialty/Association

Name

DTP Specialist
DTP Specialist
DTP Specialist
DTP Specialist
DTP Specialist
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant
Language Consultant

Ryo Kuroda
Wing Sze Ho
Taehoon & Tanya Kim
Carlota Terry
Daisy To
Blanche Xueru Cheng
Heiping Shi
Miki Onuma
Mitsy Kendall
Priscella Kang
Ester Klug
Lysander Canlas
Quyen Ngo
Hung Pham

Asian American Justice Center
Chinese Progressive Association
Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund

Terry Ao
Lydia Lowe
Maraget Fung
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Language
Japanese
Chinese
Korean
Tagalog
Vietnamese
Chinese
Chinese
Japanese
Korean
Korean
Tagalog
Tagalog
Vietnamese
Vietnamese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese

Appendix 3 – Overview of Questions Asked
Target Group

Election
Officials

Asian Group
Contacts

Language
Consultants

Questions
1. What are the major issues involved in dealing with <your language> when using the NVRA form?
2. How would you solve the issue of Asian languages and the use of the NVRA form?
3. How do you process the NVRA form once the applicant has filled it out?
4. How do you verify the applicant’s ID?
5. How are the Asian characters handled when applicants fill in the forms in their original scripts?
6. Are you available for a phone call if we have further questions?
Do you prefer bilingual or monolingual NVRA forms?
What usability issues do you see for election officials with translating the NVRA form?
How should the translated NVRA form be designed?
When you need to fill out official forms in the USA how do you do that considering you don’t speak a
lot of English?
Which forms have you completed?
How do you know you fully understand the content of the forms?
Have you every completed a form that required some proof of ID? If so how did the person checking
the ID verify that what you wrote in <your language> corresponded to the information on the ID
(name, address etc.)?
If you were going to register to vote, would you prefer the form to be in 2 languages (yours and
English) or just in one language (yours)? Please explain your answer.
In order to produce this form in <your language> what issues do you see that would cause problems
for you as a designer and for the end‐user?
In <your language> do individuals need more/less space for certain fields?

DTP Specialists

In <your language> how does the layout affect the way data is presented (left – right etc.)?
Would you recommend using a bi‐lingual form or a mono‐lingual form?
How long would it take you to develop a mono‐lingual and/or bi‐lingual form?
Would the form in <your language> require additional text to explain certain concepts?
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Appendix 4 – Multilingual Form Search

Search
Engine

Search Term

Form

Agency

URL

government multilingual
Google form
Google mva form Spanish
Google mva form non‐English
department of
transportation form non‐
Google English

Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google

department of
transportation form "non‐
English"
passport application
passport application form
social security forms
social security forms
social security forms
welfare form
welfare form non‐English
welfare non‐English form
non‐English form

Google
Google
Google
Google
Google

vehicle registration form
non‐English
IRS non‐English
U.S. property tax form
property tax refund forms
u.s. census bureau LEP

Google Chinese forms .gov
Google Japanese forms .gov

Google Arabic forms .gov
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OSC Charge Form
(Chinese version) : 126
CH

Waiver of Rights to Free
Interpreter Services ‐
Arabic

Department of
Justice

http://www.forms.gov
/bgfPortal/docDetails.d
o;jsessionid=888B1403
417E0C57DBC05F11A4
306DF2?dId=13899

State of Georgia

http://dhr.georgia.gov/
DHR/DHR_CommonFile
s/18012426Waiver_of_
Rights_Final_Arabic.pd
f
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Google Vietnamese forms .gov

Census Form

OSC Charge Form
(Vietnamese version) :
126 VN

Google Vietnamese forms .gov

Google Korean forms .gov

Google Tagalog forms .gov
Google Chinese application .gov
Google Japanese application .gov

Google Tagalog application .gov
Google Arabic application .gov

Declaration and Power
of Attorney for Patent
Application Korean
Language Declaration
Application for
Permission to Employ
Minors in the
Entertainment Industry

Application for Benefits

2010 Census

http://2010.census.gov
/2010census/pdf/D1Vi
etnamese.pdf

Department of
Justice

http://www.forms.gov
/bgfPortal/docDetails.d
o;jsessionid=70F5B084
B9C57BC197B86F5D07
D44071?dId=13900

Department of
Commerce

http://www.fedforms.g
ov/bgfPortal/docDetail
s.do;jsessionid=C51D5
DA84B9DBFC6F9D436E
85CF57E57?dId=853

California:
Department of
Industrial Relations

http://www.dir.ca.gov/
dlse/DLSE‐Forms.htm

Washington State
Department of Social
& Health Services

https://fortress.wa.gov
/dshs/f2ws03esaapps/
onlinecso/applying.asp

Google Vietnamese application .gov
Google Korean application .gov

Google Korean registration .gov

Voting Registration in
Korean, Chinese and
Vietnamese

King County, WA

Google Chinese registration .gov

Voter Registration

State of California

http://www.kingcount
y.gov/Elections/Registr
ation.aspx
http://www.sos.ca.gov
/elections/elections_m
ulti.htm

Wage Claim

California:
Department of
Industrial Relations

http://www.dir.ca.gov/
dlse/HowToFileWageC
Laim.htm

Google
Google
Google
Google

Vietnamese registration .gov
Japanese registration .gov
Arabic registration .gov
Tagalog registration .gov

Google Tagalog claim .gov
Google Japanese claim .gov
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Google
Google
Google
Google

Vietnamese claim .gov
Chinese claim .gov
Korean claim .gov
Arabic claim .gov

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

government multilingual
form
mva form spanish
mva form non‐english

Yahoo

department of
transportation form non‐
english

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

department of
transportation form "non‐
english"
passport application
passport application form
social security forms
social security forms
social security forms
welfare form
welfare form non‐english
welfare non‐english form
non‐english form

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

vehicle registration form
non‐english
IRS non‐english
U.S. property tax form
property tax refund forms
u.s. census bureau LEP

Yahoo

Chinese forms .gov

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

Japanese forms .gov
Arabic forms .gov
Vietnamese forms .gov
Korean forms .gov
Tagalog forms .gov
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TIPS (Crime reporting
forms)

NYC.gov

Tax Form 9000H/9000R
2007

California: Franchise
Tax Board

Adoption Forms

California: Social
Services
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http://nyc.gov/portal/s
ite/nycgov/menuitem.
9e96a73ffb670207a62f
a24601c789a0/

http://ftb.ca.gov/forms
/index.shtml
http://www.cdss.ca.go
v/cdssweb/PG1898.ht
m

Yahoo
Yahoo

Yahoo

Yahoo
Yahoo

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo
Yahoo

Chinese application .gov
Japanese application .gov

Social Security

http://www.ssa.gov/m
ultilanguage/Tagalog/t
agalog.htm

Healthcare Application

California: Healthier
Families Program

http://www.healthyfa
milies.ca.gov/Downloa
ds/Applications.aspx

HealthNet Form

Missouri:
Department of Social
Services

http://www.dss.mo.go
v/mhk/appl.htm

Washington
Secretary of State

http://www.secstate.w
a.gov/elections/vietna
mese.aspx

Commonwealth of
Massachusetts

http://www.mass.gov/
ClientsSecurityBoard/vi
etnamese.html

Tagalog application .gov

Tagalog application .gov
Arabic application .gov

Vietnamese application .gov
Korean application .gov
Korean registration .gov
Chinese registration .gov

Vietnamese registration .gov
Japanese registration .gov
Arabic registration .gov
Tagalog registration .gov
Tagalog claim .gov
Japanese claim .gov

Vietnamese claim .gov
Chinese claim .gov
Korean claim .gov
Arabic claim .gov
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Appendix 5 – Multilingual Forms
U.S Census Bureau 2010
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Washington Voter Registration Form
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California Voter Registration Form
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California Worker’s Compensation Insurance Coverage
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